14 October 2020

Two new Covid cases at the UAS Grisons: Increased attention required

Dear students, dear colleagues

Yesterday the canton of the Grisons reported 154 active Covid cases, 15 more than the day before. The whole of Switzerland reached a 7-day average of 1176 new infections. Not only around us the corona virus is a hot topic, but unfortunately also again at the UAS Grisons. Today we report further positive cases at our university. We wish the sick persons a complete recovery. As always, the persons affected have already been informed and handed over to the contact tracing teams.

These further, regrettable illnesses show me how important it is to adhere to the hygiene and behaviour measures which we summarise with AHA! All of us are called upon to ensure that these important measures receive increased attention. In this way, we can greatly limit the expansion and stick to hybrid/presence teaching.

Best wishes and let us show solidarity!

Yours, Jürg Kessler
Head of Crisis Management, President